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Myrna Foster has written for 
newspapers and sold six poems 
to Highlights High Five. She writes 
picture books, chapter books, middle 
grade, and young adult novels. She has 
three kids, too many cats, and a moody 
parakeet. 

 2019 Pitch Perfect Conference 
By Cynthia Mun, Regional Advisor 

Get your pages polished at the 2019 SCBWI NV Conference. We’ll be recreating last 
year’s successful conference. You pay for one day and actually get two days. The 
program is a full day on Saturday, May 4, 2019 from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. On Sunday, 
May 5, 2019, we’ll start at 9:00 a.m. and end by 3:00 p.m. You can register for the 
conference on our Nevada.SCBWI.org website: https://nevada.scbwi.org/events/nv-
scbwi-annual-conference/ 

We have one editor and five agents attending the conference, not to mention twelve 
amazing author faculty mentors. Erin Entrada Kelly, 2018 Newberry Winner for Hello 
Universe will give a keynote speech.  

The program allows all attendees an opportunity to share their work with the attending 
agents and editor. Limited in-person critiques are available as well: 
https://nevada.scbwi.org/events/in-person-critiques-for-annual-conference/                 
We hope you’ll join us! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cynthia Mun is a former corporate VP of Marketing. She 
spent twenty years in emerging markets in Silicon Valley 
and hospitality in Las Vegas. She switched careers in 2011 
to write children’s novels. She is represented by Jenny 
Bent and Eliza Kirby at The Bent Agency. 

As a Korean immigrant, Cynthia was the first to receive a 
college degree in her family. She is an active community 
advocate and serves as the President of the Yale Club of 
Nevada and ASC Director for undergraduate recruitment 

for Yale University. She is the Regional Advisor for SCBWI NV. 
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UPCOMING  Nevada SCBWI Webinars  
By Sarah Elliott and Cindy Leopold-Ritsko, Volunteers 

 
We have some great 
webinars happening before 
the NV SCBWI Annual 
Conference! 
 
On MARCH 26 at 5:30 p.m. 
PST, we will host Justin 
Krasner of Odd Dot (an 
imprint of MacMillan) with 
his presentation "Non-
Fiction for Children That 
Inspires." This webinar will 
be fantastic for those who 

want to learn or perfect their non-fiction children's lit skills. Research is an 
important aspect of the writing process. When it comes time for an editorial staff 
to check facts, we'll do well to have taken the time to investigate beforehand! 
There are also many elements one may discover in research to turn that great 
manuscript into an unforgettable book. 
 
On APRIL 23 at 5:30 p.m. PST, we will join Adria Goetz of Martin Literary 
Management with her workshop presentation, "The Art of the Query 
Letter." Adria will explain how to capture the eye of an agent with a query. We'll 
view examples, some good and some bad! Adria will encourage us as we strive to 
delight and inspire our readers, reflecting a compassionate world full of wonder 
and imagination. 
 
Both these sessions should be timely before our May conference. As an aside, we 
will be having a writers' retreat (open to the public as well as SCBWI members) 
on Saturday, March 30 from 9:00 to 1:00 PM, headed by Stephanie Espinoza.  
 
We have more 
webinars scheduled 
after the May 
conference that 
we’ll include in our 
June newsletter. 
 
We look forward to 
seeing you! 
 
Cindy and Sarah 
 
 
                                                                            Graphics by Ken Lamug, Illustrator Coordinator 
 
Sarah Elliott grew up in Sparks, Nevada where she graduated from the University of Nevada, Reno 
with a BA in Theater and a minor in English. She currently resides in Las Vegas, NV where she is a 
mother of two and an author/illustrator. Her self-published book entitled EARL THE CURL is on 
Amazon KDP. 
 
Sarah previously worked for the Walt Disney Company at Walt Disney World in Orlando, FL, and 
at the Walt Disney Studios in Burbank, CA. She was also Assistant Director and an original team 

member to open the gift shop at the Perot Museum of 
Nature and Science in Dallas, TX. 
 
Sarah’s hobbies include walking/hiking, yoga, 
rummaging through antique malls and flea markets 
(especially for pinups and children’s books!) and 
traveling. She has visited France, Scotland/ North 
England, and Italy, and lived a year abroad in Brazil as 
an exchange student. 
 

~   Writer Roundup   ~ 
 
Still waiting to hear back from that last query letter? Not 
sure if your submission is up to snuff? Give a critique 
group a try! A fresh perspective not only awakens new 
ideas and reveals previously unseen plot holes, it also 
toughens your skin and bolsters the ego. A writer's critique 
group can help out even the seasoned booksmith. 
 
If you're interested in finding one in your area, here is a 
current list. 

Northern Nevada (Sparks Area) 
 
            Who: Middle Grade-Young Adult Novelists-Picture 
Book Writers & Illustrators 
            Where: Please contact Kim Harnes 
at kimharnes@gmail.com for location info. 
            When: Every Saturday, except holidays, 3-5pm. 
            Notes: Email Kim with questions and to make sure 
the meet is on. Cancellations do occur. 
  

Southern Nevada (Las Vegas & Boulder City Areas) 
            
            Who: SCBWI Boulder City Critique Group, all 
genres 
            Where: Please contact Lisa Hallet 
at Clkhallett@embarqmail.com for location info. 
            When: Every third Tuesday of the month, 6:30pm. 
  
            Who: SCBWI Vegas Einstein Critique Group, all 
genres 
            Where: Einstein Bros 
Bagels http://einsteinbros.com 
            When: The 1st and 3rd Sunday of every month, 1-
3pm. 
            Notes: Email Tina Kirchner at acelv@cox.net for 
details or go to the Meetup page for SCBWI Vegas. 
  
            Who: SCBWI Vegas Illustrators & Picture Book 
Critique Group 
            Where and When: Please contact Ken Lamug 
at nevada-ic@scbwi.org for location info. 
  
            Who: SCBWI Vegas Summerlin Critique Group 
            Where: Coffee Bean on Towne Center and 215 
            When: Last Wednesday of the month, 4:30-6:30pm. 
For 2017: 4/26, 5/31, 6/28, 7/26, 8/30, 9/27, 10/25, 11/29 
            Notes: Email Stephanie Espinoza at  
forestjournal@yahoo.com for more info. 
  
            Who: Quarterly Critique Group, all genres 
            Where/When: These larger critique groups will be 
held as announced. 
  
   If you are interested in leading or starting a new critique 
group in your area, please contact Kim Harnes 
at kimharnes@gmail.com. 
 
Megan Kellermeyer	joined SCBWI in 2016, but she's been 
writing about far off lands and people since her teens. She 

has created and maintained websites 
like www.zomboo.com for local 
businesses for over eight years and 
sometimes writes for the late-night 
TV show, "Zomboo's House of 
Horror Movies." Known online as 
Jade Griffin, she is both writer 
and illustrator for the 
webcomic 56shards.com, which has 
been running for over seven years. 
Whether writing, drawing, or 

delighting in the screams of people exiting the home haunt she helps 
put on every Halloween, Megan is constantly creating and is 
working toward the publication of her first middle-grade novel. 
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Author Ity 
By Megan “Jade Griffin” Kellermeyer 
“Fisherman or Bait” 
 

 
Through the murky waters of our attempts to get published come the fish. Big and small, they nibble at the pieces of our work cast out 
to attract them. A tug, an email or a letter expressing interest, can take a sleepy summer dream to a jolt of reality. You're as tense as a 
rod but as happy as a clam! Oh, how magical and delicious that first bite of interest is. So tempting! But be careful landing that first 
offer. Review it fully. Chummy publishers circling first-time authors and illustrators may be fishing for morsels of meat and not 
nuggets of gold. 
 
This view of our poor author attracting contract sharks looks scary! First-time publishing can be just as exciting and nerve-wracking as 
your first time fishing. Everyone wants to land that perfect deal but some are too eager and reel in the tiniest nibble. Here are some tips 
to consider, even if you're still working on your perfect hook: 
 
1.) Don't become blinded by the glint of  interest in your property. Make sure you read any proposition or contract very carefully, and 
that you understand what you read. If you don't understand or just want clarification, ask. If the company can't make time to clarify, 
why would you expect them to make time for anything else you need? 
 
2.) Don't let sharks make off with your property. Understanding a contract fully means understanding your rights, and who gets to keep 
the rights to your property. Make sure you're getting properly compensated. Research what’s fair for you, as well as realistic 
expectations of their cut. 
 
3.) Know when to cut the line and let that fish go. It might already be dead. If you've a contract with a company which has had the 
rights to your work, and that company has gone under or refuses to use your work anytime soon, double-check your contract and your 
rights. Is it time to haul that in and cast it back out for a better nibble? 
 
4.) Change the ocean. Some folks move to self-publishing because they feel severely underrepresented. Was their publisher sabotaging 
their publication or publicity in order to cut down on competition and appease the popular authors/artists that they want to keep under 
contract? Is your creativity being stifled by strict contract demands? Again, always read any contract carefully; and understand it! 
 
5.) If something seems fishy, ask other fisherman. Ask fellow writers/authors. Do the perks/payout seem fair? Is the process too slow to 
make it worth your while? Ask around and see what the individual or company has for a reputation. Speak to their other creatives and 
get their feedback. If you're not comfortable doing that, there are groups like KidLit411 and SubItClub, where people can ask if 
publishers are friend or foe. One large benefit of the SubItClub Facebook page is that it’s closed to agents and editors so that people 
can feel safe asking and responding honestly to questions. Know that if something seems fishy or just downright stinks, it's okay to 
dump it overboard. 
 
It is sad that there may be terrifying sharks lurking out there amongst majestic publishing whales. The waters are not always calm, and 
first-time publishing means we must carefully fish the waters. Whether we end up the bait or stay the fisherman is left up to us. 
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Power-Up the Prose  
By Diana Lopez, Mentor 

 
When you watch an action-packed movie, things happen fast. The hero is running, 
throwing punches, or hurdling obstacles. Action scenes should have a fast pace in 
fiction, too, but sometimes, they get bogged down with cumbersome prose. 
Streamlined sentences will quicken the pace, and a quicker pace will mirror 
what’s happening. Here are three strategies for powering-up your prose.  
 
First, get rid of sensing verbs, especially when the viewpoint is clearly 
established. Here’s an example: “Jane could hear the sound of someone directly 
behind her.” “Hear” and “sound” are redundant. That’s why deleting “sound” 
doesn’t affect the sentence—“Jane could hear someone behind her”—but the 
sentence can be even more streamlined if we write, “Someone came up behind 
her” or “Someone’s footsteps approached.” We’ve just trimmed ten words into 
three, and by doing so, we’ve quickened the pace. Instead of “Jane hears soldiers 
approaching,” write “The soldiers approach.” There’s no need to tell us that she’s 
hearing (or seeing, smelling, or thinking) because we’re already in her point of 
view. The sensing verbs are understood.  
 
A second strategy is to cut excess detail. It may seem counterintuitive, but too 
much detail stalls the story and muddles the description because it takes time for 
the reader to get through all those words. Consider this excerpt: 
In his typical methodical manner, Robert hung his coat on the rack next to the 
door, placed his keys and wallet in the basket sitting on the table that his wife had 
set there just for this purpose, and set his briefcase on the floor next to it. Turning 
with a stack of mail in his hand, he headed for the kitchen so he could separate it 
into three piles: hers, his, and junk mail.  
 
Look at the underlined modifiers and consider: Are these details integral to the 
story? Do they move the action or stall it? And, if you choose to include them, are 
they presented as succinctly as possible? How about this version? 
Robert hung his coat on the rack, placed his keys and wallet on the table, and set 
his briefcase on the floor. Holding a stack of mail, he headed for the kitchen to 
separate it into three piles: hers, his, and junk.  
 
His methodical manner is implied by his actions and deleting the other details 
doesn’t harm the story. Without the extra words, the revised version feels more 
active. More importantly, it’s easier to visualize the scene. 
 
The third strategy for powering-up the prose is to identify built-in assumptions. 
Remember, readers are coauthoring by bringing in assumptions and relying on 
words with strong connotations. Usually, all you need are two or three 
distinguishing details to paint a picture. I once visited a house and made this 
observation: instead of an island in the kitchen, it had a continent. I don’t need to 
say anything more about how grand this kitchen was because the reader will fill in 
the rest. Consider the difference between a barking Chihuahua and a barking 
Rottweiler. One is a nuisance; the other, a threat. Using specific details with 
strong emotional connotations saves you from overwriting because the images do 
the work for you. 
 
A good rule to remember is that the language and sentence structure has to match 
what’s occurring in the story. Writing action-packed scenes requires action-
packed sentences, so when your pace feels too slow, consider these three 
strategies for powering-up your prose. 
 
Diana López is the author of the adult novella, SOFIA’S SAINTS and the middle grade 

novels, CONFETTI GIRL, CHOKE, 
ASK MY MOOD RING HOW I FEEL, 
AND NOTHING UP MY SLEEVE. She 
also wrote the novel adaptation for the 
Disney/Pixar film, COCO. Diana lives in 
Victoria, Texas where she teaches 
creative writing at the University of 
Houston-Victoria. She also assists with 
the magazine Huizache and works as the 
managing director of CentroVictoria, an 
organization that promotes Latino 
literature and art. 

Celebration Station 

 
 
Ken Lamug will be illustrating Vivian McIerny’s picture 
book, THE HOLE STORY, for Erika Turner at Versify, 
with publication in Spring 2021. 
 
Suzanne Morgan Williams, signed a two book contract 
with Shadow Mountain Publishing for an adult historical 
novel and a second book to be determined. The first book, 
working title, The Courtship of Mercy Newcomb, is 
scheduled for a Spring 2020 release. Suzanne is an SCBWI 
Nevada RAE. 
 
Bloomsbury Children’s Books published GLORIA TAKES 
A STAND: HOW GLORIA STEINEM LISTENED, 
WROTE, AND CHANGED THE WORLD, a picture book 
written by Jessica M. Rinker and illustrated by Daria 
Peoples-Riley.  
 
Greenwillow Books will be publishing I GOT NEXT, a 
picture book written and illustrated by Daria Peoples-
Riley, on July 30, 2019. 
 
Margaret K. McElderry Books published PEOPLE KILL 
PEOPLE, by Ellen Hopkins, on September 4, 2018. 
 
Scholastic published LUCKY LUNA, by Diana Lopez, on 
August 28, 2018. 
 
GOLDEN SPIKE, The Iron Horse Chronicles, Book Three, 
has been awarded the 2018 Silver Will Rogers Medallion in 
the category of Younger Readers. Robert Lee Murphy 
went to Fort Worth, Texas, to receive the award. 
 
The following applicants have been accepted to the 2019 
Nevada SCBWI Mentor Program:  
 
Angie Isaacs, David Cammack, Deborah Izzi, DeDe Fox,  
Deirdre Voldseth, Elizabeth Fais, Emily Mangini,  
Jade Griffin, Jarrett Jackson, Jeff Faville, Joanne Scott,  
Kim O’Brien, Kristen Kiesling, Laura Mitzner,  
Laurie Young, Nancy Cortez, Shaelyn Berg,  
Sharon Eberhardt, Sharon Sivinski, Stefanie Tatalias,  
Tisha Hamilton, Victoria Christenson, and  
Yasmine Mahdavi! 
 
 
 Congratulations, everyone! 

 
If you have good news, please email 

myrnabobfoster@yahoo.com  
with SCBWI in the subject line.  

Thank you! 
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Events in Northern Nevada 
By Julianne Dillard, Assistant Regional Advisor 
Photos by Jacci Turner 

 
So far, 2019 has brought Northern 
Nevada writers and illustrators 
together twice for events.  
 
On January 13, we met up for a 
fresh start and some reinvigorated 
inspiration—an event for both new 
and seasoned writers we called 
“Writing Resolutions.” Local 
published authors provided insights 
and techniques to start 
and stay writing. Sessions included 
“Finding Time and Focus,” 
“Motivation and Inspiration,” “Idea 
Factory—story inspirations,” and 
“Quick Drafting Techniques.” I 
walked away with practical ideas for 
making strides with writing this year 
and don’t think I was alone in that! 

 Our second event took 
place a little over a month 
later on February 24 for 
“Perk Up Your Work.” 
Somehow a pretty low-
key event yielded some 
really powerful moments 
and insights as we had 
sessions around getting 
the most of out of SCBWI, 
publishing basics, and 
what it takes to have a be 
a great critique partner.  
 
We’re so fortunate to have 
talented new members 
joining our crew and the 
benefit of thoughtful 
feedback from existing 
members. We rounded out 
the day with time to work, 
tasty snacks, and time to 
put into practice the 
principles of good critique 

we’d discussed earlier in the day.  

This casual event 
ended up being 
one of my 
favorite SCBWI 
events to date 
because there was 
so much time to 
work, share ideas, 
and be inspired 
by long-time 
mentors and new 
voices alike.  
  
Many thanks to 
Suzy Morgan 
Williams, Jenny 
MacKay, Heather 
Petty, Cynthia 
Kremsner, and 
Kim Harnes for 
sharing their 
talents as artists 
and coaches! 
We’re looking 
forward to other 
opportunities to 
get together this 
spring and are 
exploring options 
for affordable 
retreats on this 
side of the state! 
Stay tuned! 
 

 
Julie Dillard facilitates our 
events in northern Nevada 
in addition to assisting in 
general SCBWI NV 
events. Julie Dillard was a 
high school English teacher 
and recently transitioned to 
being a librarian working 
on her masters in Library 
Science. 
She is Mom to four kids, 
and is an aspiring YA and 

middle grade author. She has been an active member of 
SCBWI for over eight years and is dedicated to growing 
our community of writers and illustrators of children’s and 
young adult books. 
 
Jacci lives with her husband in Nevada’s high desert. They 
spend their mornings hiking through the sagebrush with 
their big yellow dog, Rocky. Jacci loves chocolate, babies, 
and coffee with friends. She’s worn many hats in her 
lifetime: therapist, school counselor, campus minister, and 
mom. Her favorite hats are her writer and grandmother 
hats, which come in wild colors and don’t fit too tightly. In 
addition to sharing her stories about Riley and Mia, Jacci is 
the author of the 
Amazon best-
selling young 
adult novel, The 
Cage, the first 
book in The 
Birthright series. 
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Events in Las Vegas 
 By Myrna Foster, Newsletter Editor 

Photos by Cindy Leopold-Ritsko, Event Photographer and Lead Volunteer 
 

We started off the year with our SCBWI 
Hangout at Parkway Tavern on February 2. 
It was fun to gather around a big table in 
our own room, eat great food, catch up with 
friends, and get to know our newest 
members. Cynthia Mun shared some details 
about our upcoming pitch conference. Ken 
Lamug told us about a really exciting book 
deal that hadn’t (and still hasn’t) been 
announced yet. We discussed applications 
for Writing with the Stars and the Madness 
Poetry Tournament (which David 
McMullin and I have been participating in 
this month). We made suggestions for 
agent webinars and future events. Some of 
us consumed enormous pretzels. And we 
recommended Ken’s picture book critique 
group to a new member with an illustration 
background. 
 

Getting together with a bunch of people who share your goals can be so encouraging 
and motivating. If you’re a member who’s hesitating to jump in, I get it. I was a member 
for four years before I 
attended anything. 
Personally, I used the 
excuse that Vegas 
was too far away to 
make it worthwhile. 
It’s an hour drive for 
me. But the SCBWI 
members in Las 
Vegas are an 
incredibly welcoming 
and talented group. 
It’s worth it.  
 
Our next event is a 
free writer’s retreat on 
March 30 at the Paseo 
Verde Henderson Library (280 S Green Valley Pkwy.). Bring your writing projects to 
work on. Stephanie Espinoza is leading the half-day retreat, starting at 9:00 that 
morning. For those interested, you’ll have an opportunity to share a page of work for 
feedback. There will also be a couple of craft presentations. Around 1:00 p.m., she’ll 
wrap it up. Refreshments will be provided. If you’d like to register or to see more 
information, go to https://nevada.scbwi.org/events/scbwi-nv-free-writers-retreat/ 
 

And then, of course, we have our Annual Pitch Perfect 
Conference at the Gold Coast Hotel and Casino on May 4-
5. Cynthia covered that on the first page of the newsletter.  
 
I attended the conference last year, and it was phenomenal. 
We had three agents and an art director, and I felt like we 
all got a lot of one-on-one attention from those industry 
professionals. My favorite part was my round table with 
Jennifer Rofe. She gave great feedback on my manuscript, 
but then, so did the other participants at the table. Speed 
pitching was fun, but I didn’t get as much out of it. That 
may have differed for other attendees, though.  
 
And that was with three agents. This year, we have five 
agents and an editor coming, and they’re all offering to 
give a limited number of critiques (again, link in Cynthia’s 
article). Those are going to sell out well before the 
conference, so if you want one, you’d better not hesitate for 
long. 
 
Last year, I had a cool experience with the critique that I 
paid for: the agent asked if she could send it to a handful of 
editors. Even though I didn’t end up with an agent or a 
book deal, I still learned a lot by working with the agent for 
several months.  
 
But the very best part of the conference for me was 
hanging out with the people. One of my critique partners 
from California was a mentee, so we got to meet in person, 
and have I mentioned how much I enjoy the SCBWI 
members in our region? 
 
I hope to see you at some of our events! 
 
 
I just want to recognize our 
Illustrator Coordinator, Ken 
Lamug, here. The masthead 
and most of the other 
graphics in this newsletter 
are his work. Ken is 
responsible for a number of 
picture books and graphic 
novels, with Albert 
Whitman publishing 
Ghastly Ghosts later this 
year. He’s represented by 
Andrea Cascardi of 
Transatlantic Literary Agency, and you can read a real bio 
about him on his website. https://www.rabbleboy.com/ 
 
 
Originally from Ohio, Cindy Leopold-Ritsko holds an A.A. in 
Business, a B.A. with emphasis in education, and a M.A. in 
theology. In pursuit of aspirations, she has taken college 

courses in graphic and 
fine arts and has 
recently joined the 
Storyteller Academy 
Community. 
 
Residing in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, Cindy is an 
active member of 
SCBWI Nevada, 
community volunteer, 
and contributing writer 
for LV Pet Scene 
Magazine under the 
name, C. A. Ritz. 
Representing Pet 
Scene, she writes for 

children and visits classrooms to engage students and 
encourage literacy. Cindy loves to inspire reading, writing, and 
illustration from one’s heart. 
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Designing a Knockout Presentation 
By Suzanne Morgan Williams, Regional Advisor Emeritus 

 
When a teacher or librarian approaches you about a school visit, they’ll usually ask, “What do you do?” Please don’t say, “I don’t know,” or “Whatever 
you want.” Neither of these is helpful. The librarian really doesn’t know what you can offer, and you probably aren’t willing to do whatever they want. 
Before you offer school visits, prepare program ideas for different grade levels. Have these ready to present as both a brochure and on your website. If 
possible, you can send the links to your school contact in advance of a planning discussion. Be familiar enough with your ideas that, if you get that 
unexpected call, you can say, “Well, I’d like to (insert ideas here).” 
 
I suggest you start by designing a brochure. This exercise will provide the answers you’ll need and give you a useful handout. It should include: 

• A short introduction to you and your book(s). 
• A theme for your presentations – this may be indicated by the brochure title, or in the body of other text, but it should be somewhere.  
• Two to four possible presentations with 

o Age levels the presentation is appropriate for. 
o Number of students it is designed for (be flexible but give a range such as “up to 200 students” or “between 15 and 35 

students”). 
o A short description of what you will do or present and why it is important. This might be framed as “what students will take 

away.” 
• Reviews of the book and/or recommendations for you as a speaker. 
• Your contact information. 
• Providing a price structure can work to your advantage if schools can afford you, or your disadvantage if they feel they can’t. If you 

don’t include prices, people may be shy about asking but you also leave the door open to negotiate once you’ve made the initial 
contact. There are pros and cons on each side. 
 

The brochure is your basic plan. You can adjust it to each school’s needs, but it’s a starting point. 
 
So what will you do? The secret to a great presentation is connection. Think about what your audience needs and expects and how you can provide that. 
How do you match your experiences, insights, and books to them? If you do that, you’ll light up the room. 
 
Think about your plan. First, what age is your book written for? Does it have a theme you can talk about? If you’ve written and illustrated a picture book 
about a dog that’s adopted from a shelter, you’ll probably be talking to pre-school through 2nd graders. The natural topic is dogs, pets, and perhaps 
shelter adoption. But is it a special kind of dog? One that no one wanted? Then you can expand “to everyone is special – we just have to see it.” Is it a 
chapter book or MG novel about a dog that saves its family from a fire? You can talk about fire prevention, working dogs, responding to trauma.  
Other than assemblies, what special things can you offer? Can you present simple class projects that fit its theme? When Pinatas and Smiling Skeletons 
came out, I led a variety of art projects at all levels based on Mexican festivals. For Made in China, I created stations where 5th and 6th graders could do 
experiments based on the Chinese inventions in the book. This doesn’t just work with nonfiction. For Bull Rider, kids create their own brands or do 
service projects for injured veterans. I offer a discount to the schools if they’ll take on a community project. 
 
Be sure the program itself is age appropriate. Kindergarteners should be able to attend for 15 to 20 minutes. Include movement, songs, and hand motions 
that hold their attention. Older children can listen longer – say 25 to 35 minutes for 1st and 2nd graders, 40 minutes for 3rd 4th graders, 45 for 5th and 6th. 
But vary your presentation for them too. Tell stories, call for volunteers for an activity in front of the group, ask the kids questions. Present middle and 
high schoolers with “big questions” to think about. Challenge them to make their own personal connections as you speak. Share something personal 
with them. 
 
So in designing your presentations:  

• Be creative.  
• Share what makes you unique. If you have a special talent or knowledge that enhances your book, use it. 
• Always come back to both the obvious theme of the book and to universal emotions kids can understand – fairness, friendship, 

family, joy, anger, curiosity, etc.  
• Title your programs. 
• Find the hook for your presentations. Connect your listeners to both the book and to you. 

 
 
This article is the second in a three-part series on giving presentations. The third part will cover tips and techniques to hone your performance. 
 
 

 
	
	
Suzanne	Morgan	Williams	is	author	of	12	books	published	books	for	children.	
She	has	given	hundreds	of	presentations	across	the	country	and	has	taught	
workshops	on	school	visits	in	several	SCBWI	regions	as	well	as	at	the	
International	SCBWI	Conference	in	Los	Angeles.	She	now	offers	individual	
consultations	on	your	presentations.	www.suzannemorganwilliams.com	
		
	
	


